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What is active learning?
“Anything that involves students doing things and 
thinking about the things they are doing”
(Bonwell and Eison, 1991)
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Why is active learning important?
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✗ The memory and 
understanding of 
information is greater if 
a learner attempts to 
produce or generate 
information rather than 
exclusively receiving it 
from an instructor or 
textbook 
(Bertsch et al., 2007)
✗ Learning is more durable 
and lasting when 
students are cognitively 
engaged in the learning 
process 
(Bransford, Brown, &                        
Cocking, 2000)
✗ Active learning helps students to 
ascend Bloom’s Taxonomy from 
remembering and understanding to 
analyzing, evaluating, and creating.
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Why is active learning important?
✗ Applying: “Carrying out or using a procedure through 
executing, or implementing”
✗ Analyzing: “Breaking material into constituent 
parts, determining how the parts relate to one 
another and to an overall structure or purpose 
through differentiating, organizing, and attributing.”
✗ Evaluating: “Making judgments based on criteria and 
standards through checking and critiquing.”
✗ Creating: “Putting elements together to form a 
coherent or functional whole.”
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001)
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Why is active learning important?
✗ Keeps the students interested and 
engaged
✗ Better understand application to “real 
world”
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Why is active learning important?
Doing things and thinking 














✗ Divide students into teams
✗ Ask them to build a gizmo
✗ Take a picture
✗ Write instructions on how to build the gizmo
✗ Trade with other team
✗ Try to build new gizmo




✗ Divide students into teams
✗ Ask them to edit a poorly worded, poorly formatted 
document
✗ Review letter with class, requesting changes
✗ Provide revised copy




✗ Divide students into teams
✗ Each student is given handout with behaviors
✗ Students are paired with member of different team
✗ Students are asked to “get 5 pieces of information 
about the person”
✗ Classroom debrief on the experience
Creates awareness of verbal and non verbal barriers, 
respecting differences, communication in a culturally 




✗ Write a word on the board
✗ Say “write” every 5 seconds for 1 minute
✗ Each time the instructor says “write,” students are 
to write the first word that pops into their heads
✗ Ask students to share the last word on their lists
Illustrates how we all view and interpret the world 






✗ Take class size and 
logistics into 
consideration
✗ Make students 
accountable
✗ Make group activities 
challenging
✗ Schedule activities 
before discussing 
concepts
✗ Explain why you are 
teaching this way








✗ Expect everything to go 
exactly as you 
anticipate
✗ Wait for every 
group/person to finish
✗ Expect eager and full 
participation
(Adapted from “What Not To Do,” 2013)
✗ Immediately tell the 
students the answers
✗ Leave activities 
unresolved
✗ Spend too much time 
with one group or 
individual
Active learning: 
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